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Dashed Lines indicate Detriment or Fall.
Solid Lines indicate Rulership or Exaltation.

Fire and Air, the most heavenly of the four elements, have a fundamental polarity of their own. 
The classic ways is to show this line as between 'inside' and 'outside' with the assignments of
Mercury, Saturn and Uranus to 5/6 of the extrinsic signs while Sol and Jupiter are linked to
their opposites. This pattern of duality repeats in the fixed cross. There Fire and Air battle 
for domination in 'Leo vs Aqu' while, with a typical twist, the yin signs Taurus and Scorpio
cooperate to add their notion of balance into each half of the zodiac.
In the space between inside and outside the original duality takes on a new form. While the
Moon balances the interior/exterior, Venus and Mars double up on the pattern and relate
three signs. Mars's relations to the interior allow it to exalt in the exterior while Venus's ties
to the exterior allow it to exalt internally.
When forming judgements, compare the inner workings of the signs 'ruled' by the planets 
to those of the sign occupied by that planet to get a sense of the dynamics at work in the chart. 

A mostly classic map of the exoteric rulerships of the Zodiac.
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